




Clever: Draw an additional card when
making a Resistance test using Psyche.

Membership: American Society of Engineers

Residence: You own a decent-sized country
home (possibly with farmland) or a small row
home.

Willful: Draw an additional card when
making a Resistance test using Pneuma.

Workshop III: You can create 2 aethyric
devices per story without spending Fortune.

Fix It! You can fix just about any mundane
mechanical or electrical device even
without proper tools or materials. This
requires an Engineering test with a Risk
equal to what you have at hand. Other
protagonists with either Engineering or
Tinker can assist you.
Missing either tools or materials - Risk 2
Missing both tools and materials - Risk 4

Schematics - Costs 1 Fortune and a
Successful Risk 2 Engineering test to make
any of the following:
Goggles: This schematic allows you to build a
pair of goggles that can be fitted with one lens
type. You also learn one lens type when
choosing this schematic. Goggles must be
activated to use, and they last for one hour and
then take eight hours to recharge.
Goggle Lenses -When activated these lenses
allow the wearer to always effectively be
peeking into the aethyr. Aethyrically imbued
items, entities, or locations are immediately
visible.

Night Vision Goggle Lenses - These
lenses change Full Darkness to Dim Light and
Dim Light to Full Light.

Aethyric Grenade “Ghost Grenade” - You
can create a grenade-like device that causes 5
damage to aethyric entities within a 1-yard
diameter. It also causes 5 points of Loss Shock
to any living being in the affected area. You can
use extra successes earned during activation to
increase damage, reduce Courage loss, or
increase range.

.

Riding Horse w/ saddle, tack, & bridle

Engineering toolkit

Watch repair kit

Revolver Base Damage: 4
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Polyglot: Can make a test to decipher any
language at level 1 if completely unknown, or
level 2 if adjacent to a language you have at 3
or higher.

Reputation I: You are a well known an
respected scholar. In the appropriate setting,
draw a bonus card for any social interaction.

Residence: You have a large townhouse or
even a small estate in the country.

Workshop III: You can create 1 alchemical
substance per story without spending Fortune.

The Nose Knows: You are able to discern if a
substance has been poisoned (or otherwise
adulterated) or contains an alchemical
substance simply by taking a sniff. This
requires an Alchemy test of Risk 2.
Alchemical Formulas: Costs 1 Fortune and a
Risk 2 Alchemy test to have a potion. If the test
is successful, the potion successfully activates,
and the listed effect happens.

Greek Fire is a substance that becomes
instantly flammable when exposed to air.
When the vial is broken it creates a fireball 1
yard in diameter. The most common use for
Greek Fire is to throw a vial at a target (using
the Throw skill). If hit, the target takes 4 fire
damage (damage is increased by extra
successes as usual).

Spirit of Hartshorn immediately restores all
Grit. This substance can only be used on a
protagonist once per scene. A protagonist must
have a Repose before Spirit of Hartshorn can be
used on them again.

The imbiber ofWater of Lethe forgets
everything that happened to them for the last
hour. The person being fed Water of Lethe they
can attempt to resist the effect by making a
Pneuma Resistance test (Risk equal to
successes earned when making). When a
victim is given this potion another protagonist
can attempt to give them false memories by
making an opposed Alienism test. If this test
fails, then the potion also fails.

Riding Horse w/ saddle, tack, & bridle

Alchemy kit

Tool kit

Bottle of Laudanum (6 doses)

Sword Cane Base Damage: 3

Throwing Knives (3) Base Damage: 2
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Contacts II: Once per story (per level) you can
make a test to see if you have a contact. Draw
cards equal to your level in Contacts. Suit Suit
determined by the contact.
Hearts: actor, politician, socialite, flimflammer
Clubs: soldier, security, police, enforcer
Spades: scientist, philosopher, professor,
Diamonds: engineer, mechanic, tradesperson,
gangster

Reputation I: You are a well known an
respected socialite. In the appropriate setting,
draw a bonus card for any social interaction.

Residence: You own a large estate and
possibly a vacation home.

Dependant: Once per story the narrator can
spend 1 Doom to have your dependant (lad
assistant) imperiled.

Friends in High Places: If you need to make a
connection with someone in high society
(politician, businessperson, socialite, etc.). This
requires a successful Social Graces test of Risk
2. This takes at least one hour (maybe more
depending upon where you are located and the
time of day), but never more than 8 hours. This
contact begins as suspicious, so it is up to you
to get them to trust you and tell you what you
want to know.

Also, you can play up to six cards in a
hand during any social interactions with
members of high society.

Soothing Word: You can temporarily soothe
and calm a person suffering from a Bout of
Weakness. You can target one person and
make a Charm or Alienist test of Risk 2. Each
additional success restores 1 Courage and two
additional can be spent to remove their highest
Psychological Condition.

Empathic Link: You can create an empathic
link with a subject (human or animal) which
allows you to know their current emotional
state for as long as they remain in sight. To
create this link you must make an opposed
Charm test against the target. Achieving a link
with a willing subject is Risk 1.

Glamour: Requires a Risk 2 Charm test. You
are the most alluring and desirable person in
the room. While in effect, this whisper
temporarily increases the reaction of all
supporting characters by 1 step, and you can
draw an extra card when making a Charm,
Perform, Persuade, or Social Graces test.

Riding Horse w/ saddle, tack, & bridle

Silver Fountain Pen

Notebook

Small Revolver Base Damage: 2
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Contacts I: Once per story (per level) you can
make a test to see if you have a contact. Draw
cards equal to your level in Contacts. Suit Suit
determined by the contact.
Hearts: actor, politician, socialite, flimflammer
Clubs: soldier, security, police, enforcer
Spades: scientist, philosopher, professor,
Diamonds: engineer, mechanic, tradesperson,
gangster

Inured II: You draw one additional card for
each rank when making a Violence Shock test.

Reputation I: You are a well known an
respected glass blower. In the appropriate
artistic setting, draw a bonus card for any
social interaction.

Wealth: +3 to starting Assets (Applied)

Scandal: You have something scandalous in
your past. If known, this may increase

your risk for any social test.

Friends in Low Places: You know a lot of
people in low places. If you need to make a
connection with someone in the underworld
(burglar, pickpocket, fence, grave robber, mob
boss, etc.). This requires a successful Streetwise
test of Risk 2. This takes at least one hour
(maybe more depending upon where you are
located and the time of day), but never more
than 8 hours. This contact begins as suspicious,
so it is up to you to get them to trust you and
tell you what you want to know.

Also, you can play up to six cards in a
hand during any social interactions with
underworld types.

Cat’s Eyes: Costs 1 Fortune. When this power
is activated, you have perfect vision. Even in
complete darkness, you can see as if it is full
light. You also get a bonus card for any Notice
test that involves vision and can play up to six
cards in a hand.

Pass with Ease: Costs 1 Fortune. With a topuch
you can instantly open any Risk 2 or lower
lock. You can spend additional Fortune to open
more difficult locks. Every additional Fortune
token allows you to open locks of up to 2 Risk
higher.

Shadows: Costs 1 Fortune. You are able to
disappear into any existing shadows. As long
as you remain still, you cannot be seen by
normal vision. If you move, you get to draw an
additional card for any stealth test and can play
up to six cards in your hand.

Riding Horse w/ saddle, tack, & bridle

Burglary kit

Knives (3) Base Damage: 3
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Hearty: Each Rank of this Gift increases your
Grit by 2. (Applied)

Library II: You have access to a library that can
help you when conducting research. If you
have access to your library, it acts as an Assist
when making a research or mysteries test.
Draw one card for each level of Library (use
your Quality) and keep the best card.

Membership: Hoodoo Community

Residence: You own a decent-sized country
home (possibly with farmland) or a small row
home.

Treasured Item (Tarot Deck): Draw a bonus
card when attempting a Revelation.

Keen Observert: Whenever you attmept a
Revelation, you can choose to use Psyche
instead of the Quality dictated by their
Weakness. If the Quality is already Psyche you
can draw an additional card and increase the
number of cards you can play in your hand by
one.

Guarded View: Costs 1 Fortune. When using
The Sight to Peer, you can spend 1 of your
successes to avoid taking the required point of
Courage. Additional successes earned when
making the Sight test can be used to negate any
additional Courage lost earned from the
Peering.

Illumination: Costs 1 Fortune. Requires 1
minute. You can focus on finding a particular
piece of information. If a text, document, or
book with the sought after information is
within sight, you see it emit a pale glow. This
can be used when searching for a particular
book in library, or a document in a filing
cabinet, or even a letter or map hidden
somewhere in a room. Even if the document is
inside a drawer or cabinet, the illumination
reveals where to look.

Veritas: Costs 1 Fortune. Requires or lasts 1
minute. Allows you to determine if a document
is real or forged or if a person is telling the
truth.

Riding Horse w/ saddle, tack, & bridle

Notebooks (3)

Fountain Pen

Magnefying Glass

Knife Base Damage: 3

Hatchet Base Damage: 3
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Courageous: Each Rank of this Gift increases
your Courage by 2. (Applied)

Hale II: Each rank of this Gift increases your
Grit by 2. (Applied)

Membership: U.S. Marshal (retired)

Residence: You own a decent-sized country
home (possibly with farmland) or a small row
home.

Treasured Item (Pistol): +2 Damage

Forwarned: You are never surprised by
aethyric entities. The Soldier can counter-attack
or evade any attack that would normally be a
surprise attack.

You can play up to six cards in a hand
when making a Notice test to detect mundane
ambushes and when making an Evade against
aethyric entities.

Armor of Mithras: Costs 1 Fortune. The first
time you would take a Damage Condition, the
Armor of Mithras protects you, and you take
no damage. (Note, this is a Damage Condition,
not Grit loss.) Lasts until the next sunset.

Dispel Entity: Costs 1 Fortune. You are able to
project a dart of light from your outstretched,
bare hand that inflicts 5 damage to any aethryic
entity within 10 yards. As with other attacks,
additional successes can be used to inflict
additional damage. Use firearms or throw to
make the test, but only 1 success is needed to
hit.

Riding Horse w/ saddle, tack, & bridle

30 feet of rope

Playing Cards

Camping Gear (including compass)

Revolver Base Damage: 4

Rifle Base Damage: 5

Knife Base Damage: 3
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Membership: Hermetic Order of the Golden
Dawn

Reputation I: You are a well known an
respected stage magician. In the appropriate
setting, draw 1 bonus card for any social
interaction.

Residence: You have a large townhouse or
even a small estate in the country.

Magic Sense: You can sense if ritual magic has
been cast in an area—the more recent (and
often) the casting, the stronger the sensation.

Channel the Dead: Costs 1 Fortune. Ritual test
required. This ritual allows you to speak with
the dead if you have an existing corpse. Only
simple yes/no questions can be asked. The
ritual only works on a corpse that has been
dead less than a month. The number of
successes determines how many questions you
can ask.
Risk Time Dead
1 One week or less
2 One month or less
3 One year or less
4 Ten years or less
5 100 years or less

Circle of Protection: Costs 1 Fortune. Requires
1 full action and a Ritual test. This ritual creates
a circle up to two yards in diameter that
prohibits entry by non-corporeal aethyric
entities. Each success in the casting also grants
1 bonus card when resisting any magical effect
orgininating outside the circle.

Lesser Banishing Ritual: Costs 1 Fortune.
Requires 1 full action to create a circle. To
banish a spirit you must possess something of
importance to the spirit (this can include part
of its corpse). Or, you must be in the presence a
manifested spirit. Attempting a banishing
allows a spirit to manifest regardless of its
normal limitations.

This is an an opposed Ritual test (against
the entities Rank). Each success reduces its
Rank by 1.

Riding Horse w/ saddle, tack, & bridle

Ritual Tools

Ritual Knife

Magic Trick kit

Notebook

Pencils
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Skill Reference Sheet
Alchemy is primary used by Disciples of the Emerald Tablet to alter compounds and infuse them with
aethyr to create draughts and potions with miraculous capabilities. Only Disciples are able to make these
compounds. Another protagonist with this skill could use it to identify alchemical substances.
Alienism is the study and treatment of mental illnesses; psychiatry. It can be used to restore Courage in
other protagonists.
Athletics is used for most physically taxing activities, including swimming, climbing, running, etc.
Art is the practice of any artistic endeavor such as painting, drawing, sculpture, etc.
Bargain is the ability to negotiate the terms and conditions of any transaction. Often used to make
purchases for a reduced cost.
Bureaucracy is the understanding of the workings of government or other administrative body.
Charm is the ability to compel attraction in others, often through the use of flattery or personal charisma
or appearance. It can be used to improve relations with a supporting character.
Enigmas is the ability to solve codes and hidden meanings as well as solving riddles and puzzles.
Engineering is the use of scientific principles to create physical devices, machines, and structures. It is
also the foundation for aethyric engineering.
Escape represents your ability to “get away”. It might be to escape from physical bonds such as ropes, or
it might be to lose a pursuer or even to dodge a knife stab or a bullet.
Firearms represents your skill and ability with all forms of hand-held guns and rifles. It also includes
bows and crossbows.
Fisticuffs is your skill and ability when engaged in fighting bare-handed, including pugilism, boxing,
martial arts, etc. It can also be used when employing makeshift weapons such as a candle holder or
earthenware jug.
Gambling is your skill at games that are a mix of skill and chance, such as dice and cards.
Guile is your ability to deceive others as well as your ability to detect deceptions.
History represents your knowledge of historical facts and dates.
Inspire is your ability to encourage and motivate others to succeed. In can be used to help another
character recover Grit.
Interview is your ability to wheedle truthful information out of people. Vital for obtaining important
clues.
Intimidate is your ability to coerce others through threats and brute force.
Knavery is our talent for sleight of hand, pick-pocketing, lock picking, and other forms of larceny.
Medicine is the knowledge of modern medical practices and procedures, including first aid.
Mysteries is your knowledge of the esoteric, the arcane (and in the case of Order members the aethyr).
Notice is your awareness of your surroundings and your ability to notice hidden things.
Perform is your ability to entertain an audience. This might be acting, public speaking, or through music.
Persuade is your ability to change someone’s mind or convince them of something they don’t believe.
Research is your ability to sift through lots of information to find what you are seeking. Eg. searching for
books on a particular subject in a library or finding a newspaper article in the stacks. Vital for obtaining
vital clues.
Ride is your skill at riding horses.
Ritual is primarily used by Theurgists in conjunction with their cabal gift, but can be used by other
protagonists to assist in casting a ritual or to understand a ritual they encounter.
Sail is your skill at sailing boats and ships.
Science is your knowledge of the sciences in general.
Social Graces is your ability to interact politely amongst polite (middle class or higher) company,
including awareness of proper manners and etiquette. Can be used to improve relations or assist in
persuade or interview.
Streetwise is your skill at navigating dangerous environments in urban settings, especially of the lower
and criminal classes. It can be used to improve relations or assist in persuade or interview.
Survival is your knowledge of the wilderness and of beasts of the wild. It includes basic survival skills
such as trapping, tracking, making a camp or a fire, and fishing.
Tinker is your ability to make and repair things using tools.
Throw is your skill and accuracy at throwing objects such as rocks, darts, or knives (or even dynamite).
Vocation is your ability at a particular vocation. Unlike most skills, you must write down the exact
vocation and this skill only applies to tasks involving that job. Examples might be architect, masonry,
mining, etc.
Weaponry is your skill and ability with hand-held weapons of all sorts such as daggers, axes, spears, etc.
It does not include makeshift weapons, such as table legs and bottles.



∆ ∆

∆ ∆

∆ ∆

∆ ∆

Calling:

Cabal:

Player:

Background:

Character: Social Status:

♥Loss ∆ ∆ ∆

♣Violence ∆ ∆ ∆

♠Self ∆ ∆ ∆

♦Horror ∆ ∆ ∆

Enervated O
Maximum # cards reduced by 1

Minor Bout ofWeakness O
Based on Weakness

Major Bout ofWeakness O
Based on Weakness

Afflicted O

Blind O
Fail all tests involving vision

Deaf O
Fail all tests involving hearing






